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QUESTION 1. 
Sarah, the Domino administrator, is planning the hierarchical name scheme for a 
new Domino environment. Which one of the following is not required? 
 
A. Common name 
B. Country code 
C. Organizational unit 
D. Organization 
 
Answer: B 
The Country code is an optional element in a hierarchical naming scheme. Country 
codes are always two characters, and organizational certifiers are always three characters 
or more in the length. 

 
QUESTION 2. 
Which one of the following server condole commands can be used to clear the 
database cache? 
 
A. DBCache Flush 
B. DB_Dump 
C. DatabaseFlush 
D. None of these answer apply 
 
Answer: A 
The DBCache flush console command closes all databases that are currently open in the 
database cache. Use this command before maintaining databases to flush databases from 
the cache. 

 
QUESTION 3. 
Which one of the following is a reason a Notes administrator would sign the design 
elements of a database prior to putting it into production? 
 
A. For ACL security 
B. For database access security 
C. For server access security 
D. For design element security 
 
Answer: D 
You can sign a template or database to vouch for its integrity. You might want to do this, 
for example, to sign an agent so that the Agent Manager on a server can verify that the 
signer has the rights to execute the agent. Or you might sign a database or template so an 
ECL on a Notes client can evaluate which database actions to carry out. If you sign a 
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template, any databases created from the template inherit the signature. 
Note If you want to sign only one specific design document or one design element in a 
document, for example, a specific agent, you must first determine the Note ID for the 
document. To determine the Note ID for a document, select the document, choose File - 
Document Properties, click the last tab of the properties box. The bottom line is the Note 
ID, for example NT00000902. 

 
QUESTION 4. 
Which one of the following best describes the list of monitoring tasks available in 
Notes & Domino 6? 
 
A. Review, Events, Collector 
B. Statistics, Events, Review 
C. Event, Collector, Statistics 
D. Collector, Review, Statistics 
 
Answer: C 
Event generators gather information by monitoring a task or a statistic or by probing a 
server for access or connectivity. Each event generator has a specified threshold or 
condition, which, when met, causes an event to be created. 

 
QUESTION 5. 
Joe has a legacy bug-reporting system in his organization. The bug-reporting system 
sends a mail message listing the status of each bug and the assigned developer. He 
would like to have these messages be delivered to App1.NSF a Notes application so 
he can display the bug tracking and reporting information in Notes. What must do 
to accomplish this? 
 
A. Install Lotus Workflow 3.0 on the legacy system 
B. Install Lotus Enterprise Integrator {LEI) on the legacy system 
C. None of these answers apply 
D. Create a mail-in-database document in the Domino Directory to point to 
App1.NSF 
 
Answer: D 
The Mail-In Database document defines the properties and location of a database that can 
receive mail. Whenever you define a database as being able to receive mail, you must 
create a corresponding Mail-In Database document. For more information on mail-in 
databases, see the topics Creating a Mail-In Database document for a new database and 
Mail-in Database document.  

 
QUESTION 6. 
Chris would like to display traffic and error statistics and the resources used on the 
network adapter card on the Domino server console. He plans to use a SHOW 
PORT command. Which one of the following must he supply as an argument? 
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A. IP of the interface card 
B. Notes Named Network 
C. IRQ of the interface card 
D. Portname 
 
Answer: D 
Syntax: Show Port portname 
Description: Displays traffic and error statistics and the resources used on the network 
adapter card or communications port. Portname can be any configured port -- for 
example, LAN0tcpip, SPX, LAN1nb, LAN2ipx, TCPIP, COM1, or COM2. 
Tip: To check port status from the Notes workstation program, choose File - Preferences 
- Notes Preferences - Ports. Highlight the port and select Show Status. To check the port  
status from the Domino Administrator, click the Server - Status tab, and then click 
Servers - Port Information. Highlight the port, and select Show Status. 
Example: 
Show Port LAN0tcpip -- Displays the status of LAN0tcpip. As information appears, press 
PAUSE to stop the scrolling, and press ENTER to resume scrolling. Note that using 
PAUSE at the console stops server operation. Users can't access the server until you 
resume the display. 

 
QUESTION 7. 
ACME Corp, has two domains: AXMEWidgets and ACMEToys. Users would like 
to be able to use calendar and scheduling between the two domains. ACMEWidgets 
and ACMEToys are non-adjacent domains. In order to enable free-time lookups 
between ACMEWidgets and ACMEToys they are planning to configure a Calendar 
server. Which one of the following statements is true? 
 
A. The Calendar server should be created in the ACMEWidgets domain 
B. The Calendar server should be created in the ACMEToys and ACMEWidgets 
domains 
C. The Calendar server should be created in an intermediary domain adjacent to 
the ACMEToys and ACMEWidgets domains 
D. The Calendar server should be created in the ACMEToys domain 
 
Answer: C 
In order for two non-adjacent domains to do free-time lookups between each other, you 
need to define a Calendar server in an intermediate domain that is adjacent to both the 
querying and the target domains. 

 
QUESTION 8. 
A user is listed in both the "Access Server" and "Deny Access" field on the Server 
document. If the user attempts to open a database on the server, what will happen? 
 
A. The Server documents can not be saved if a user is a member of both fields 
B. He will be allowed access if his name is listed explicitly in the database ACL 
C. He will be denied access 
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D. He will be allowed access 
 
Answer: C 
Specifies servers, users, and groups that are denied access to the server. You must specify 
a hierarchical name in hierarchical format; for example, Alice Jones/Acme. An asterisk 
(*) represents everyone listed in the Domino Directory. An asterisk followed by a view 
name represents everyone listed in that view of the Domino Directory. An asterisk 
followed by a slash (/) and a hierarchical certifier's name represents everyone certified by 
that certifier. The Deny_Access setting overrides the Allow_Access setting. 

 
QUESTION 9. 
Which one of the following databases would Kim, the Domino administrator, use to 
view Web server activity and requests? 
 
A. LOG.NSF 
B. DOMLOG.NSF 
C. WEBTRENDS.NSF 
D. WEBLOG.NSF 
 
Answer: B 
You can log your server activity and Web server requests to the Domino Web server log 
(DOMLOG.NSF) database. This option may be preferable if you want to create views 
and view data in different ways. Logging to a database is somewhat slower than logging 
to text files, especially at very busy sites, and the size of the database can become large 
so that maintenance becomes an issue. However, if you use the Domino Web server log, 
you can treat this information as you would other Notes databases, and you can use builtin 
features to analyze the results. 

 
QUESTION 10. 
Hamid is performing user registration. Which one of the following is not available 
for migration of users? 
 
A. Microsoft Exchange 
B. LDAP-complaint external directory 
C. Eudora 
D. Cc:Mail 
 
Answer: C 
By default, Domino Upgrade Services for cc:Mail, Microsoft Mail, and Microsoft 
Exchange convert existing mail files into Notes mail files. During the registration 
process, if you choose to convert mail, Domino Upgrade Services automatically convert 
mail files on the old system to Notes mail files. Using an LDIF export tool in 
combination with the LDIF Domino Upgrade Service, you can migrate users from any 

 
QUESTION 11. 
Which one of the following servers tasks uses pull replication to create the Domain 
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Catalog from the individual catalogs you have created on servers throughout the Domino 
domain? 
 
A. The Catalog task 
B. The Administration Process [AdminP] task 
C. The Replicator task 
D. None of these answers apply 
 
Answer: A 
You create the Domain Catalog by enabling the Catalog task on the server that hosts the 
Catalog for the Domino domain. The Catalog task uses pull replication to create the 
Domain Catalog from the individual catalogs you have created on servers throughout the 
Domino domain. 

 
QUESTION 12. 
Rob has learned of a new feature in Domino 6 that allows administrators to 
implement content filtering through the use of server mail rules. Which one of the 
following statements is true? 
 
A. Server mail rules can filter mail based on message header content and number 
of attachments 
B. Server mail rules can filter mail based on message header content and 
attachment name 
C. Server mail rules can filter mail based on values in message sender, recipient, 
subject, and body 
D. All of the answers apply 
 
Answer: D 
Server mail rules can be set to filter based on a wide range of criteria including message 
sender recipient, size of message, number or name of file attachments, content of subject 
or body of the message. 
Messages matching a server rule can be rejected, redirected to a quarantine database or 
simply deleted. 

 
QUESTION 13. 
Users have complained that views in the Sales.nsf database are taking a long time to 
open. Which one of the following Notes.ini parameters should he modify to increase 
the view buffer size and improve performance? 
 
A. NSF_POOL_BUFFER_POOL 
B. BUFFER_POOL 
C. BUFFER_SIZE 
D. NSF_Buffer_Pool_Size= 
 
Answer: D 
In a production environment you should only use this INI setting if your Domino server 
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is in a partition configuration. If not, accept the default setting. The core code of the 
Domino server makes a calculation based on a fixed overhead and total memory 
available. The NSF buffer pool size in all versions of Domino, should not exceed 
1920MB. 
This NOTES.INI setting sets the size of the NSF buffer pool, a section of memory used 
for buffering I/O transfers between the NSF and NIF subsystems and disk storage. The 
number of server partitions, users, size and number of views, and number of databases all 
affect how you should set the buffer pool specification. The default value (determined 
automatically by the server) is usually sufficient, but if Database Statistics indicate more 
memory is needed, increase the value a few megabytes at a time. 

 
QUESTION 14. 
Which one of the following describes the order in which multiple directories are 
searched in Domino 6? 
 
A. Domino primary directories, then secondary directories 
B. Domino primary directories, secondary directories, then LDAP secondary 
directories. This is an order in which secondary searches must be made 
C. Domino primary directories, then either Domino or LDAP secondary 
directories. The administrator can specify the order secondary searches 
D. The secondary directories, then the server's primary directory 
 
Answer: C 
To authenticate an Internet client connecting to a Domino server, the server searches 
directories for the user name and credentials in the following order: 
1. The server's primary Domino Directory 
2. A condensed directory catalog on the server 
3. All directories defined in the server's directory assistance database that: 
Have a naming rule that is trusted for authentication and that matches the logon name of 
the Internet user 
Have the directory assistance option "Make this domain available to: Notes clients and 
Internet Authentication/Authorization" enabled. 
If there more than one directory with a trusted naming rule that matches the user name, 
the server searches the directory with the most specific matching rule first. If directories 
have identical trusted naming rules that match the Internet user name, search orders 
assigned to the directories determine the order in which the server searches them. 

 
QUESTION 15. 
Which option will prevent someone from using the ID on Hedi's stolen latop? 
 
A. Change the password on a copy of the ID file 
B. Set a parameter to compare public keys against her public key stored in the 
Domino Directory 
C. Select the parameter check passwords on Notes IDs 
D. Reset the ID to hold multiple passwords, all of which must be entered 
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Answer: C 
The Domino administrator can enable password verification so that a Notes user can 
authenticate with a server only after providing the correct password that is associated 
with the user ID. 
If an unauthorized user obtains an ID and learns the ID's password, the owner of the ID 
can use password verification to change the password and prevent the unauthorized user 
from continuing to use the ID to authenticate with servers. 

 
QUESTION 16. 
Wale would like to be able to create new Policy documents and modify existing 
policy documents. He must be assigned the PolicyCreator and PolicyModifier roles 
unless he has which minimum level of access to the Domino Directory? 
 
A. Reader 
B. Designer 
C. Author 
D. Editor 
 
Answer: D 
Users with editor access to the Domino Directory do not require special database roles 
such as GroupCreator, GroupModifier, etc. 

 
QUESTION 17. 
Which one of the following Domino server tasks updates design elements in an 
application when changes are made to its design template? 
 
A. UPDALL 
B. DESIGN 
C. REFRESH 
D. None of these answers apply 
 
Answer: B 
The designer server task automatically synchronizes all server databases that are linked to 
a template. This server task runs by default at 1:00 AM. For the update to work, a 
template must reside on the same server as the databases linked to it. Replicas 
synchronize with the templates stored on their servers. 

 
QUESTION 18. 
Which one of the following best describes how you configure a Notes client to access 
and LDAP directory for addressing information? 
 
A. Create a Connection document for an LDAP directory in the Notes personal 
address book 
B. Create an Account document for an LDAP directory in the Notes personal 
address book 
C. Create a Connection document for an LDAP directory in the Domino 
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Directory 
D. Create an Account document for an LDAP directory in the Domino Directory 
 
Answer: B 
To use an Internet directory that's not provided in your personal address book by default 
(several are), you must create an account for the directory. 
Once an LDAP account document has been created, the client adds it to the list of 
searchable directories available in the "Look in" field of the Select Addresses dialog box 
when you address mail. 

 
QUESTION 19. 
Cluadia wants her Notes application HR.NSF to be accessed by both the Notes client 
and Web clients. What task must be running on the Domino server for Web clients 
to access HR.NSF? 
 
A. DIIOP 
B. WEB 
C. HTTP 
D. HTML 
 
Answer: C 
The Domino HTTP task renders Notes databases and Notes design elements to HTML 
for requesting Web clients. 
To start the Domino Web server manually enter the following command at the the 
console: 
LOAD HTTP 
To restart the HTTP task you can issue the following Domino server console command: 
TELL HTTP RESTART 
This will stop and restart the Domino server's HTTP task. 

 
QUESTION 20. 
Which one of the following servers provide for load balancing and server failover? 
 
A. None of these answers apply 
B. Virtual servers 
C. Clustered servers 
D. Partitioned servers 
 
Answer: C 
A cluster's ability to redirect requests from one server to another is called failover. When 
a user tries to access a database on a server that is unavailable or in heavy use, Domino 
directs the user to a replica of the database on another server in the cluster. By 
distributing databases throughout the cluster, you balance the workload in the cluster so 
that no server is overloaded. In addition, there are several NOTES.INI variables you can 
set to help balance the workload. For example, you can specify a limit on how busy a 
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server can get by specifying an availability threshold. When the server reaches the 
availability threshold, the Cluster Manager marks the server BUSY. 

 
QUESTION 21. 
A user is assigned to a group with editor rights in the Sales.nsf. However, whenever 
she tries to create a document she is denied. What could be the problem? 
 
A. The user is individually listed in the ACL with lower access 
B. The ACL has become corrupt and needs to be fixed up 
C. None of the above 
D. The user is listed in another group in the ACL with lower access 
 
Answer: A 
A name is listed in an ACL individually and as a member of a group. The access level 
assigned to the individual name takes precedence over the access level for the group, 
even if the individual access level is lower than the group level. 

 
QUESTION 22. 
Which one of the following best describes the list of monitoring tasks available in 
Notes & Domino 6? 
E. Review, Events, Collector 
F. Statistics, Events, Review 
G. Event, Collector, Statistics 
H. Collector, Review, Statistics 
 
Answer: C 
Event generators gather information by monitoring a task or a statistic or by probing a 
server for access or connectivity. Each event generator has a specified threshold or 
condition, which, when met, causes an event to be created. 

 
QUESTION 23. 
Which one of the following Notes databases is referenced when a Domain search 
executed? 
 
A. Domain catalog 
B. Database catalog 
C. Domino directory 
D. Directory assistance 
 
Answer: A 
The Domain catalog, a database that uses the CATALOG.NTF template, controls which 
databases and file systems get indexed for domain search. Even if your organization is 
not implementing domain search, the domain catalog is a useful administrative tool for 
such tasks as keeping track of the location of database replicas. 
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QUESTION 24. 
James uninstalled his Notes 6 client from his laptop and reinstalled his Notes 6 client 
on his desktop machine successfully. Which one of the following did James most 
likely lose? 
 
A. His User.ID file was lost 
B. Any Profile documents that were created 
C. Any environment variables that were created 
D. Any mail he had received 
 
Answer: C 
Environment variables are stored in the local Notes.INI file. 

 
QUESTION 25. 
ACME Corporation has decided to configure its Lotus Notes desktop to use an 
external mail directory for addressing new mail. What must be created in the 
personal address book? 
 
A. Location document to enable POP3 
B. Account document to enable LDAP 
C. A Connection document 
D. Account document to enable PPTP 
 
Answer: B 
The Lotus Notes client can be configured to search remote Internet directories such as 
Bigfoot(r) or InfoSpace(r) by creating Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) 
account documents for the client's personal address book. Once an LDAP account 
document has been created, the client adds it to the list of searchable directories available 
in the "Look in" field of the Select Addresses dialog box when you address mail. 

 
QUESTION 26. 
CORPINO.NSF resides on Chicago/CertFX and LoasAngeles/CertFX. 
Chicago/CertFX is listed in the ACL of CORPINO.NSF on LosAngeles.CertFX with 
designer level access. When replication occurs, which one of the following changes 
will not be replicated from Chicago/CertFX? 
 
A. Form 
B. ACL 
C. Database title 
D. Document 
 
Answer: B 
You must have manager level access to change the ACL. 

 
QUESTION 27. 
Which one of the following allows Lotus Notes clients to search remote Internet 
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directories? 
 
A. Directory Assistance Configuration document 
B. LDAP Configuration document 
C. LDAP Account document 
D. IMAP Account document 
 
Answer: C 
The Lotus Notes client can be configured to search remote Internet directories such as 
Bigfoot(r) or InfoSpace(r) by creating Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) 
Account documents for the client's personal address book. Once an LDAP Account 
document has been created, the client adds it to the list of searchable directories available 
in the "Look in" field of the Select Addresses dialog box when you address mail. 

 
QUESTION 28. 
Session-based authentication requires what? 
 
A. Javacript 
B. Cookies 
C. ICM 
D. Java 
 
Answer: B 
Domino session-based authentication requires that requesting browsers be able to support 
and accept cookies. The cookies are used to track user sessions. 

 
QUESTION 29. 
Pam modified several server mail rules. What console command did she issue to 
reload the mail rules? 
 
A. Tell Rules Reload 
B. Flush Rules Cache 
C. Updall Rules -r 
D. Set Rules 
 
Answer: D 
Issue the following console command to reload the server's mail rules, enabling new rules 
to take effect immediately. 
Set Rules 

 
QUESTION 30. 
Which one of the following is responsible for performing LDAP searches of remote 
directories? 
 
A. LDAP search 
B. Directory assistance 
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C. Domain Catalog service 
D. POP3 
 
Answer: B 
You create a Directory Assistance document in the directory assistance database to 
describe a particular directory and how it will be used, and to define how to connect to 
the directory and to find alternate replicas for failover. To set up directory assistance for a 
Domino Directory or an Extended Directory Catalog -- you select "Notes" in the 
"Domain type" field in the Directory Assistance document. To set up directory assistance 
for a remote LDAP directory, you select "LDAP" in the "Domain type" field. You use 
one Directory Assistance document to configure all the services for a directory and its 
replicas. 

 
QUESTION 31. 
Where are environment variables for the Notes 6 client stored? 
 
A. Notes.INI 
B. Notes.DLL 
C. DESKTOP5.DSK 
D. Names.NSF 
 
Answer: A 
Environment variables are stored in the local Notes.INI file. 

 
QUESTION 32. 
Which of the following is not true about Domino clustering? 
 
A. All clustered servers must be in the same Notes Named Network 
B. All clustered servers must have the same protocol in common 
C. All clustered servers must be in the same domain 
D. Best redundancy is available when servers are placed in more than one cluster 
 
Answer: D 
A server can be a member of only one cluster at a time. 

 
QUESTION 33. 
During an audit of the server's Notes.INI file, Bonnie notice the entry "MTC" on the 
ServerTask= line of her Domino server. Which one of the following best describes 
this task? 
 
A. None of these answers apply 
B. This task reads special log files and copies certain messaging information to 
the Mail Tracking Store database [MTSrore.NSF] 
C. This task routes all mail to the Mail Tracking Store database [MTStore.NSF] 
D. This is an R5 task and is no longer used with Notes & Domino 6 
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Answer: B 
The Mail Tracker Collector task (MTC) reads special mail tracker log files (MTC files) 
produced by the Router and copies certain messaging information from them to the 
MailTracker Store database (MTSTORE.NSF). The MailTracker Store database is 
created automatically when you enable mail tracking on the server. When an 
administrator or user searches for a particular message, either a message tracking request 
or a mail report, Domino searches the MailTracker Store database to find the information. 

 
QUESTION 34. 
The administration process can be used to ________ and ________ in a databse 
_______ 
 
A. update, manage, documents, repository 
B. none of these answers apply 
C. update, manage names, ACL 
D. update, manage design changes, design 
 
Answer: C 
To use the administration process to update and manage names in an ACL and in 
"Readers" and "Authors" fields, you must assign an administration server to the database. 
Use this method to specify an administration server for multiple databases. 
1. Make sure that you have manager access in the database ACL. 
2. From the Domino Administrator Server pane, select the server that stores the 
databases. 
3. Click Files, and select the databases from the Domino data directory to which you 
want to assign an administration server. 
4. Click Tools - Database - Manage ACL. 
5. Click Advanced. 
6. Select "Modify Administration Server setting." 
7. Select Server, select an administration server from the list, and then click OK. 
Note When Notes users create databases, they can specify the administration server for 
their databases on the Advanced panel of the database ACL. The database ACL list will 
automatically be updated when the Administration Process is run on the specified 
administration server. 

 
QUESTION 35. 
Keiko, a domino administrator, is trying to move a server within the certification 
hierarchy by running the AdminP task. However, Server1/Boston/CertFX has 
moved to Columbus. She has attempted to recertify the server ID file using the 
administration process, but it keeps failing. Which one of the following is most likely 
cause? 
 
A. The server has a hierarchical certificate and can not be moved from one OU to 
another. 
B. The administration process was enabled on the server to be moved from one 
OU to another 
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C. The certification log was not on the server attempting to perform the task 
D. A replica of the Administration Request database was placed on every server 
in the CertFX domain 
 
Answer: C 
To use the administration process to perform name changes and recertifications, the 
certification log (CERTLOG.NSF) must reside on the server that stores the Domino 
Directory in which you will initiate the name change or recertification. If the certification 
log exists on another server, move the Certification Log to the server containing the 
Domino Directory on which you are initiating the name change or recertification. 

 
QUESTION 36. 
Which one of the following hierarchical OU/0 structures will prevent a new OU 
from being created? 
 
A. OU/OU/OU/O 
B. OU/O 
C. OU/OU/OU/OU/O 
D. OU/OU/O 
 
Answer: C 
You can create up to four levels of organizational unit certifiers. To create first-level 
organizational unit certifier IDs, you use the organization certifier ID. To create secondlevel 
organizational unit certifier IDs, you use the first-level organizational unit certifier 
IDs, and so on. 

 
QUESTION 37. 
Which of the following is needed in order to configure mail routing to a not-adjacent 
domain? 
 
A. Connection document 
B. Connection document and SMTP Connection document 
C. Connection document to the adjacent domain and a Non-Adjacent Domain 
document 
D. Foreign Domain document 
 
Answer: C 
To configure mail routing to a non-adjacent domain you must create a connection 
document to the adjacent domain and a non-adjacent domain document. 

 
QUESTION 38. 
Which of the following is not true about Domino clustering? 
 
A. All clustered servers must have the same protocol in common 
B. All clustered servers must be in the same domain 
C. Best redundancy is available when servers are placed in more than one cluster 
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D. All clustered servers must be in the same Notes Named Network 
 
Answer: C 
A server can be a member of only one cluster at a time. 

 
QUESTION 39. 
In what log file can Jason, the system administrator, monitor the amount of time the Web 
server takes to process Web requests? 
 
A. WEBLOG.NSF 
B. NAMES.NSF 
C. LOG.NSF 
D. DOMLOG.NSF 
 
Answer: D 
The Domino Web server log (DOMLOG.NSF) contains information regading all Web 
activity on the Domino server and can be used to analyze the amount of time to process 
requests. The following items are logged to the database: 
Date and time of requests 
User's IP address 
User's name 
Status code 
Length of the information in bytes 
Type of data accessed by the user 
Type of browser 
CGI program errors 
URL visited 
Amount of time (ms) to process the request 

 
QUESTION 40. 
Dillon, the Domino administrator, needs to allow browser access to a Web site with 
a Java Applet using CORB 
A. What needs to be done? 
 
A. Enable SSL in the Server document so that IIOP can communicate securely 
with the Java Applet 
B. Nothing R5 natively allows the execution of Java Applets as long as they were 
compiled with the Lotus Notes NLI package. 
C. Set database property enabled to allow Java Applets 
D. Enable both the DIIOP task and the Internet Inter-ORB protocol [IIOP] on the 
server 
 
Answer: D 
The Domino administrator must enable both the DIIOP task and the Internet Inter-ORB 
protocol (IIOP) on the Domino server before users can access a a Domino Web 
application on the server with a Java Applet using CORBA. 
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For information on designing Web applications and on the Java Notes classes, see 
Domino 5 Designer Help. 

 
QUESTION 41. 
Jimmy, the Domino administrator, has run the DESIGN task on his Domino 6 
server. Which one of the following elements was not modified by the DESIGN task? 
 
A. Views 
B. Roles 
C. Form 
D. Page 
 
Answer: B 
The Designer task runs daily by default at 1 AM. 
When a master template design changes, the Designer task updates all databases that 
inherit their designs from the master template. 
Database roles are not updated by the DESIGN task. 
You can't run the designer task against a specific database or folder. It runs only against 
all databases on a server. 

 
QUESTION 42. 
Kim has designed a view in her application with a read access list. Which one of the 
following best describes who will be able to see the view? 
 
A. Only those users that are listed in the view access list 
B. Only those users that are listed in the ACL as reader or above 
C. Only those users that are list in the view access list, as well as the database 
ACL as depositor 
D. Only those users that are list in the view access list, as well as the database as 
reader 
 
Answer: D 
Adding usernames to a read access list for a design element limits the view to being 
available for only that user. You must have at least reader access in the database ACL to 
see the view. 

 
QUESTION 43. 
Henry, a Domino developer, is trying to determine whether or not he should use a 
group or a user role to hide some text on a form. Which one of the following 
statements is true regarding groups and roles? 
 
A. Roles and groups are defined in the database ACL 
B. Roles and groups are defined in the Domino Directory 
C. Roles are defined in the database ACL, groups are defined in the Domino 
directory 
D. Roles are defined in the Domino Directory, groups are defined in the database 
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ACL 
 
Answer: C 
Use the Group document to create a group and to store the names of group members, the 
type of group, the mail domain, Internet address, and other information that applies to the 
group and to its members. 
A database designer can assign special access to database design elements and database 
functions by creating roles. A role defines a set of users and/or servers. They are similar 
to groups that you can set up in the Domino Directory. However, unlike groups, roles are 
specific to the database in which they are created. 

 
QUESTION 44. 
Marianne, the Domino administrator, wishes to allow her server to be used as a 
passthru server. Where would she configure this? 
 
A. On a Connection document in the Domino Directory 
B. On a Passthru Program document in the Domino Directory 
C. On a Passthru Configuration document in the Domino Directory 
D. On her Server document in the Domino Directory 
 
Answer: D 
Set up a server as a passthru server to enable users and other servers to route through it to 
connect to a passthru destination server. 
1. From the Domino Administrator, click the Configuration tab. 
2. Click Server - All Server Documents. 
3. Open the Server document for the server that you want to set up as a passthru 
server, and click Edit Server. 
4. Click the Security tab, and in the Passthru Use section, complete these fields and 
then click Save & Close: 

 
QUESTION 45. 
Libby has specified a database for all emails sent to Support@ACME.COM to be 
delivered. How did she accomplish this? 
 
A. Routing document in the Domino Directory 
B. Mail-In-Database document in her personal address book 
C. Mail-In-Database document in the Domino Directory 
D. Routing document in her personal address book 
 
Answer: C 
A mail-In Database document is used to defines the location on the server of a database 
that can receive mail. A Mail-In Database document is defined in the Domino Directory. 

 
QUESTION 46. 
Juan, the Domino administrator, has been asked to place an application on Server A 
and place a replica on Server B. new documents, modified documents and deletions 
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should replicate from Server A to Server B. However, updates should not replicate 
from Server B to Server  
A. Which one of the following best describes the access 
levels should each server have? 
 
A. Server A has manager access to the database on Sever B. Sever B has reader 
access to the database on Server A. 
B. Sever A has editor access to the database on Sever B. Sever B has depositor 
access to the database on Sever A. 
C. Sever A has author access to the database on Sever B. Sever B has reader 
access to the database on Sever A 
D. Sever A has editor access to the database on Sever B. Sever B has reader 
access to the database on Sever A. 
 
Answer: D 

 
QUESTION 47. 
James, the Domino administrator, had to recover a users password from their ID 
file. Which one of the following best describes what was used to decrypt the users 
password? 
 
A. User's public key 
B. User's private key 
C. Administrator's public key 
D. Administrator's private key 
 
Answer: C 
Each user's Notes ID file contains a recovery password which is randomly generated and 
encrypted with the administrator's public key. This randomly generated password is 
unique for each administrator and user. 
For example: 
Administrator A has a unique recovery password for user A, that password is stored in 
user A's ID file. 
Administrator B has a unique recovery password for user B, that password is stored in 
user B's ID file. 
The recovery password stored in user A's and user B's ID files are different. 

 
QUESTION 48. 
In order to utilize the Internet Cluster Manager, which of the following Domino 
license types is required? 
 
A. Domino Enterprise Sever 
B. Domino Mail Server 
C. Domino Application Sever 
D. Domino Cluster Sever 
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Answer: A 
Use of Domino features like clustering and partitioning require the Domino Enterprise 
Server license. 
Domino Utility Server -- Installs a Domino server that provides application services only, 
with support for Domino clusters. The Domino Utility Server is a new installation type 
for Lotus Domino 6 that removes client access license requirements. Note that it does 
NOT include support for messaging services. See full licensing text for details. 
Domino Messaging Server -- Installs a Domino server that provides messaging services. 
Note that it does NOT include support for application services or Domino clusters. 
Domino Enterprise Server -- Installs a Domino server that provides both messaging and 
application services, with support for Domino clusters. 

 
QUESTION 49. 
ACME Corporation is trying to use the Administration Process [ADMINP] task to 
perform name changes. However, the name changes keep failing. Which one of the 
following databases did the ACME Corporation administrator most likely forget to 
create? 
 
A. Admin5.nsf 
B. ADMINP.NSF 
C. CertLog.nsf 
D. LOG.NSF 
 
Answer: C 
The Certification Log 
To use the administration process to perform name changes and recertifications, the 
certification log (CERTLOG.NSF) must reside on the server that stores the Domino 
Directory in which you will initiate the name change or recertification. If the certification 
log exists on another server, move the certification log to the server containing the 
Domino Directory on which you are initiating the name change or recertification. The 
certification log contains a permanent record of how you register servers and users, 
including information about the certifier ID. The certification log also contains messages 
that describe the results of recertification requests that the administration process is 
processing. 

 
QUESTION 50. 
Hector is using the Internet Cluster Manager [ICM] to provide failover and 
workload balancing to HTTP clients. Which one of the following statements is not 
true? 
a. The Internet Cluster Manager [ICM] can be installed on each Domino sever in 
the cluster 
b. The Internet Cluster Manager [ICM] can only be installed on one Domino 
server in the cluster 
c. The Internet Cluster Manager [ICM] can only be installed on one Domino 
server outside the domain 
d. The Internet Cluster Manager [ICM] can only be installed on one Domio 
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server outside the cluster but inside of the domain. 
 
Answer: A 
The Internet Cluster Manager (ICM) lets you use Domino clusters to provide failover and 
workload balancing to HTTP clients (Internet browsers) when they access Domino Web 
servers. All servers in a cluster must be in the same Domino domain and share a 
common Domino Directory. 
The Internet Cluster Manager (ICM) lets you use Domino clusters to provide failover and 
workload balancing to HTTP clients (Internet browsers) when they access Domino Web 
servers. This makes your Web servers and databases highly available to clients. You can 
run the ICM on a Lotus Domino 6 Enterprise server, a Lotus Domino 6 Utility server, or 
a Domino Release 5 Enterprise Server. You install and configure Domino clusters as you 
normally would, and then you configure the ICM. The ICM supports the HTTP and 
HTTPS protocols. 
The ICM acts as an intermediary between HTTP clients and the Domino Web servers in a 
cluster. When Domino Web servers are running in a cluster, they generate URLs that 
direct HTTP client requests to the ICM. The ICM maintains information about the 
availability of servers and databases in the cluster. When the ICM receives a client 
request, it redirects the client to the most available server that contains a replica of the 
requested database. 

 
QUESTION 51. 
Craig, the Domino administrator, wants users in his domain to be able to check free 
time schedules of users in another domain. However, the only connection between 
the two domains is via a non-adjacent domain. Which one of the following must 
Craig set up in order for the users to be able to check free time schedules of users in 
the other domain? 
 
A. This cannot be done with Notes & Domino 6 
B. Craig must define the other domain server on the location document of the 
Note client in the "Calendar server" field 
C. Craig must define a Calendar server in an intermediary domain, accessible by 
both domains. 
D. Craig must make a replica copy of each domain's free-time database and 
enable scheduled replication between the two domains. 
 
Answer: C 
For users in non-adjacent Domino domains to do free-time lookups between each other, 
you need to define a calendar server in an intermediate domain that is adjacent to both the 
querying and the target domains. Note: Free-time lookups require reasonable network 
response time and direct LAN connections from the intermediate domain to the two 
separate non-adjacent domains. 

 
QUESTION 52. 
Gayle is creating a server mail rule for messages that contain an attachment called 
VIRUS.VBS. Which one of the following is not a valid action to perform when the 
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message is received? 
 
A. Disable return receipt 
B. Journal this message 
C. Move to database 
D. Don't accept message 
 
Answer: A 
Server mail rules can be set to filter based on a wide range of criteria including message 
sender recipient, size of message, number or name of file attachments, content of subject, 
or body of the message. 
When a server rule's condition has been met there are several actions that can take place. 
Journal this message 
Move to database 
Don't accept message 
Don't deliver message 
Change routing state 

 
QUESTION 53. 
Which one of the following best describes the purpose of file monitors? 
 
A. File monitors report on size for specific databases 
B. File monitors repot user activity for specific databases 
C. File monitors report security violations for specific databases 
D. File monitors report on unused database handles for specific databases 
 
Answer: B 
File monitors report user activity for specific databases. 

 
QUESTION 54. 
Which one of the following databases controls what databases and file systems get 
indexed for Domain Search? 
 
A. Domain Search Configuration database 
B. Domain Catalog database 
C. Domino Directory database 
D. Domain Search Catalog database 
 
Answer: B 
The Domain Catalog, a database that uses the CATALOG.NTF template, controls which 
databases and file systems get indexed for Domain Search. Even if your organization is 
not implementing Domain Search, the Domain Catalog is a useful administrative tool for 
such tasks as keeping track of the location of database replicas 

 
QUESTION 55. 
Craig is listed in the administrators group in the Domino Directory. He left the 
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company unexpectedly and was replaced by Herman removed Craig's name from 
the administrators group, and added his name. he replicated the changes to all 
servers in the organization. Moments later, both Craig and Herman tried to 
perform administrative tasks. Which one of the following best describes who was 
bale to accomplish what? 
 
A. Neither Herman nor Craig can remotely administer the server 
B. Both Herman and Craig can remotely administer the server 
C. Craig can remotely administer the server. Herman cannot remotely administer 
the server 
D. Herman can remotely administer the server. Craig cannot remotely administer 
the server 
 
Answer: D 
Changing the server administrator 
If the name of the former administrator is explicitly listed in the access control list (ACL) 
for the Domino Directory, delete the name of the former administrator from the ACL. 
Add the name of the new administrator and assign the administrator manager access. If 
the name of the former administrator is included in any groups, delete the former 
administrator's name from the Group document(s), if appropriate. Add the name of the 
new administrator. 

 
QUESTION 56. 
Phil sends an email to Jack using the wrong email address. Phil is terminated 
afterwards and his mail file is deleted. What happens to the original email to Jack? 
 
A. Returned t Chris as undeliverable 
B. Forwarded to the mail administrator 
C. Held in the MAIL.BOX as undelivered mail 
D. Held in the MAIL.BOX as dead mail 
 
Answer: D 
Mail is held in the MAIL.BOX as dead mail when the message has exceeded the 
maximum hop count. 

 
QUESTION 57. 
Dan has decided to utilize country codes in his Domino organization. Which one of 
the following is true? 
 
A. He can only have one country code per domain 
B. Domino 6 does not support country codes 
C. He can use on organization certifier for multiple country codes 
D. He can use only one organizational certifier per country code 
 
Answer: D 
When using country codes, you must create an organizational certified for each. 
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QUESTION 58. 
Which one of the following options provides security for lost or stolen Notes ID 
files? 
 
A. The "Compare Digital Signature" option on the Server document 
B. The LostID file server task 
C. The "Check passwords on Notes IDs" option on the Server document 
D. There is no mechanism available to protect from a lost or stolen Notes ID file 
 
Answer: C 
The Domino administrator can enable password verification so that a Notes user can 
authenticate with a server only after providing the correct password that is associated 
with the user ID. 
If an unauthorized user obtains an ID and learns the ID's password, the owner of the ID 
can use password verification to change the password and prevent the unauthorized user 
from continuing to use the ID to authenticate with servers. 

 
QUESTION 59. 
What is the advantage in creating more than one MAIL.BOX? 
 
A. Mail response time is increased 
B. Mail response time is decreased 
C. This is not allowed in R5 
D. Creates increased load by generating multiple processes 
 
Answer: B 
Mail response time is decreased when you create multiple MAIL.BOX databases. The 
server can use multiple concurrent processes to handle mail. Since only one process can 
only write to one MAIL.BOX database at a time, more than one Mail document can be 
processed at a time. To enable multiple MAIL.BOX databases for a server, open the 
Server Configuration document that applies to that server, click the Router/SMTP-Basics 
tab, and enter the number of MAIL.BOX databases in the "Number of mailboxes" field. 

 
QUESTION 60. 
Kim has designed a view in her application with a read access list. Which one of the 
following best describes who will be able to see the view? 
E. Only those users that are listed in the view access list 
F. Only those users that are listed in the ACL as reader or above 
G. Only those users that are list in the view access list, as well as the database 
ACL as depositor 
H. Only those users that are list in the view access list, as well as the database as 
reader 
 
Answer: D 
Adding usernames to a read access list for a design element limits the view to being 
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available for only that user. You must have at least reader access in the database ACL to 
see the view. 

 
QUESTION 61. 
Which one of the following best describes the information that can be found in the 
DOMLOG.nsf database? 
 
A. Lotus Notes activity on the Domino server 
B. Web activity on the Domino server 
C. Activity trends and health reporting of the Domino server 
D. Both Lotus Notes and Web activity on the Domino server 
 
Answer: B 
You can log your server activity and Web server requests to the Domino Web server log 
(DOMLOG.NSF) database. This option may be preferable if you want to create views 
and view data in different ways. Logging to a database is somewhat slower than logging 
to text files, especially at very busy sites, and the size of the database can become large 
so that maintenance becomes an issue. However, if you use the Domino Web server log, 
you can treat this information as you would other Notes databases, and you can use builtin 
features to analyze the results. 

 
QUESTION 62. 
Tim works at World Bank. They have multiple Domino Directories in the World 
Bank domino. He would like to give his users access to one local corporate-wide 
directory, even when their clients are disconnected from the network. Which one of 
the following would accomplish this? 
 
A. Setup cascading address books on the Domino servers 
B. Add MobileCatalog = "I" variable to each user's Notes.ini file 
C. Setup master address books on the Domino server and replicate locally 
D. Create a directory catalog that includes each Domain's user information 
replicated to users'laptops 
 
Answer: D 
Condensed directory catalogs on Notes clients, also called mobile directory catalogs, are 
useful to organizations that use one or multiple Domino Directories. Although Notes 
users' mail or directory servers can do lookups in Domino Directories on behalf of Notes 
users, using condensed directory catalogs on Notes clients instead offers these benefits: 
Notes users have access to one local, corporate-wide directory, even when their clients 
are disconnected from the network. When they address mail, users can press F9 to verify 
quickly the address of anyone in the organization. Users can flag mail for encryption 
when using clients that are disconnected from the network. The clients look up the public 
key and encrypt the mail when the users connect to the network and send the mail. 
Groups are included in a directory catalog by default, so users can send mail to groups. 
However, to minimize the size of the directory catalog, the members of the groups are not 
included by default, so users' mail servers or directory servers must be able to look up the 
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members of the groups. Type-ahead name resolution it instantaneous because type-ahead 
searches the local directory catalog. Type-ahead searches never extend to a server when 
there is a directory catalog configured locally on the client. 

 
QUESTION 63. 
Which one of the following databases could Jack use to view all server activity as 
well as detailed information about databases and users on the server? 
 
A. STATUS.NSF 
B. LOG.NSF 
C. DOMLOG.NSF 
D. EVENT.NSF 
 
Answer: B 
Every Domino server has a log file (LOG.NSF) that reports all server activity and 
provides detailed information about databases and users on the server. The log file is 
created automatically when you start a server for the first time. 

 
QUESTION 64. 
Which one of the following database options enforces user's ACL rights when they 
are replicated or copied to a local workstation? 
 
A. Enforce Consistent ACL database option 
B. Enforce Consistent ACL Notes client option 
C. Enforce Consistent ACL server option 
D. None of these answers apply 
 
Answer: A 
You can ensure that an ACL remains identical on all database replicas on servers, as well 
as on all local replicas that users make on workstations or laptops. Select the "Enforce a 
consistent Access Control List" setting on a replica whose server has manager access to 
other replicas to keep the access control list the same across all server replicas of a 
database. If you select a replica whose server does not have manager access to other 
replicas, replication fails because the server has inadequate access to replicate the ACL. 
If a user replicates a database locally, the database ACL recognizes that user's access as it 
is known to the server. This happens automatically for local replication, regardless of 
whether "Enforce a consistent Access Control List" is enabled. 
It should be noted that local replicas with "Enforce a consistent access control list" 
enabled attempt to honor the information in the ACL and determine who can do what 
accordingly. However, they have some limitations. One limitation is that group 
information is generated on the server, not at the local replica. When a database is 
replicated locally, information about the group membership of the person doing the 
replication is stored in the database for use in ACL checking. If a person/identity other 
than the one doing the replication accesses the local replica, there will be no group 
membership information available for that person, and the ACL can use only the person's 
identity, not group membership, to check access. Additionally, enforcing a consistent 
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access control list does not provide additional security for local replicas. To keep data in 
local replicas secure, encrypt the database. Note If a user changes a local or remote 
server database replica's ACL when the "Enforce a consistent Access Control List" option 
is selected, the database stops replicating. The log (LOG.NSF) records a message 
indicating that replication could not proceed because the program could not maintain a 
uniform ACL on replicas. 

 
QUESTION 65. 
Ted has created several server mail rules to filter mail content. Which one of the 
following best describes where they are stored? 
 
A. Server mail rules are stored on the Mail Configuration document 
B. Server mail rules are stored on the Server Configuration document 
C. Domino 6 does not support server-based mail rules 
D. Server mail rules are stored on the Server document 
 
Answer: B 
Server mail rules are created and modified on the Domino server's Configuration 
document. 

 
QUESTION 66. 
Which one of the following statements regarding transaction logging is true? 
 
A. Transaction logging is disabled on an individual database basis 
B. Transaction logging is either enabled for all databases or no databases 
C. Transaction logging is enabled on an individual database basis 
D. Transaction logging is enabled on a directory-by-directory basis 
 
Answer: A 
After you set up transaction logging on a server, Domino logs all databases on that 
server. You can disable transaction logging of specific databases, but this practice is not 
recommended because if unlogged databases are corrupted during a system or media 
failure, you must run the Fixup task to recover the database. 

 
QUESTION 67. 
Tom plans to require SSL connections for all POP3 clients. He is planning to use port 
110 for these connections. Which one of the following is a reason he should NOT do 
this? 
 
A. Port 110 is not a valid TCP/IP port 
B. Port 110 is the default POP3 port for non-SSL connections 
C. None of these answers apply 
D. Port 110 is only recognized by a small number of proprietary mail clients. He 
should use port 443 
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Answer: B 
Port 110 is the default POP3 port. 

 
QUESTION 68. 
Which one of the following best describes the function of Domain Search? 
 
A. Used to search an entire Notes domain for Person, Group and Server 
documents for authentication 
B. Used to search an entire LDAP domain for Person, Group and Server 
documents for mail addressing 
C. Used to search an entire Notes domain for documents, files, and attachments 
based upon a search query 
D. Used to search an entire Notes domain for Person, Group and Server 
documents for mail addressing 
 
Answer: C 
Domain Search is used to explore an entire Notes domain for documents, files, and 
attachments based upon a search query. 

 
QUESTION 69. 
Steve, the Domino administrator, would like to be notified when the database access 
changes for the Domino Directory. What kind of monitor should he create? 
 
A. Statistics 
B. Server access 
C. ACL 
D. File 
 
Answer: C 
Create a database event generator to monitor database use and ACL changes. 

 
QUESTION 70. 
Sandor has just finished installing a multiple partition server. After configuring and 
starting them both users, are unable to connect to the second partition. Which one 
of the following is most likely the problem? 
 
A. Separate data directories were created for each partition. They must share the 
same data directory. 
B. Separate Notes.INI files were created for each partition. They must share the 
same Notes.INI file 
C. He did not configure IP and port mapping in the Notes.INI of each partition 
D. Separate server.ID files were created for each partition. They must share the 
same server.ID file 
 
Answer: C 
To configure server partitions to share the same IP address and the same NIC, you use 
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port mapping. With port mapping, you assign a unique TCP port number to each server 
partition and designate one partition to perform port mapping. The port-mapping partition 
listens on port 1352 and redirects Notes and Domino connection requests to the other 
partitions. 

 
QUESTION 71. 
Which one of the following Lotus Notes services requires TCP/IP? 
 
A. SMTP 
B. Clustering 
C. LDAP 
D. XPC 
 
Answer: A 
The SMTP service requires TCP/IP to function properly. 

 
QUESTION 72. 
ACME Corporation user shared mail on SharedMail/CertFX. A message was sent 
to 50 users residing on SharedMail/CertFX. Which one of the following best 
describes how the message is delivered? 
 
A. The message header and body were both placed in each recipient's mail file 
B. Message header was placed in each recipient's mail file while the message 
body was placed in the object store database 
C. Message header was placed in the object store database while the message 
body was placed in each recipient's mail file 
D. The message header and body were both placed in the object store database 
 
Answer: B 
When shared mail is enabled and an incoming message is addressed to multiple local 
recipients, the router divides the message into a message header and message body. The 
header includes the message's To, cc, bcc, Subject, and From fields. The body includes 
the text and other content, as well as any file attachments. The router then writes the 
message body to a shared mail database and the message header to each recipient's mail 
file. The message body stored in the shared mail database contains an object store link, 
which identifies all of the mail files linked to that message. Similarly, the corresponding 
message headers stored in each recipient's mail file each contain a pointer to the object 
store that contains the message body. 

 
QUESTION 73. 
The Changemanagement.NSF application is replicated between Columbus/CertFX 
and Detroit/CertFX. Documents are replicating in both directions. However, a new 
document was created on Columbus/CertFX htat is not replicating to 
Detroit/CertFX. Which one of the following is most likely the cause? 
 
A. Detroit/CertFX does not have access to Columbus/CertFX 
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B. High priority replication has been disabled between Detroit/CertFX and 
Columbus/CertFX 
C. Detroit/CertFX is not listed in the Author's filed on the document 
D. Detroit/CertFX is not listed in the Reader's field on the document 
 
Answer: D 
To limit access to specific documents created from a form, include a Readers field on the 
form. A Readers field explicitly lists the users who can read documents created from the 
form. Without Reader access to a document, a user cannot see the document in a view. 
For example, to limit access to an employee's personnel file to members of the Human 
Resources department, the employee, and the employee's manager, list those people in a 
Readers field. 

 
QUESTION 74. 
Robert has installed two separate Domino severs on the same machine so they can 
both run at the same time. How did he accomplish this? 
 
A. Robert installed a Domino dual-honed server 
B. None of these answers apply 
C. Robert installed a Domino partitioned server 
D. Robert installed a Domino clustered server 
 
Answer: C 
Using Domino server partitioning, you can run multiple instances of the Domino server 
on a single computer. By doing so, you reduce hardware expenses and minimize the 
number of computers to administer because, instead of purchasing multiple small 
computers to run Domino servers that might not take advantage of the resources available 
to them, you can purchase a single, more powerful computer. 

 
QUESTION 75. 
Candy is implementing a cluster of Domino 6 servers for load balancing and 
failover. Which one of the following license types in required for clustering? 
 
A. Domino cluster server 
B. Domino Enterprise server 
C. None of these answers apply 
D. Domino mail server 
 
Answer: B 
All servers in a cluster must run one of the following: the Lotus Domino 6 Enterprise 
server, the Lotus Domino 6 Utility server, the Domino Release 5 or Domino Release 4.62 
Enterprise server, or the Domino Release 4.6 or Domino Release 4.5 Advanced Services 
server. 

 
QUESTION 76. 
Craig wishes to view the updated replication topology of his Domino environment. 
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Using the Domino Administrator client, what task must be running to refresh the 
topology ever night at midnight? 
 
A. MTC 
B. MAPS 
C. RunJava ISpy 
D. TOPS 
 
Answer: B 
To view the replication topology of a Domino environment using the Domino 
Administrator client, the MAPS (Topology Maps) task must be running on the server. 
The topology information is refreshed every night at midnight. 

 
QUESTION 77. 
Sarah, the Domino administrator, is planning the hierarchical name scheme for a 
new Domino environment. Which one of the following is not required? 
 
A. Organizational unit 
B. Organization 
C. Common name 
D. Country code 
 
Answer: D 
The Country code is an optional element in a hierarchical naming scheme. Country 
codes are always two characters, and organizational certifiers are always three characters 
or more in the length. 


